SPECIFICATIONS

• 12” - 24” pipe capacity.

• 17,000 lbs. weight capacity.

• 14 rollers per cradle.

• Urethane wheels offer protected pipe rolling and all wheels are rated at 95a hardness.

• All wheels offer a radius urethane shape to better cradle the pipe.

• Shipping weight is 380 lbs.

• Replacement wheels readily available.

• 5/8” wire rope, swaged, tagged and third party tested.

• B&B currently offers cradles from 2” - 24” and all are equipped with 4” urethane “round cut” wheels with sealed anti-friction bearings.

• All spreader bar designs are third party tested and comply with industry standards.

• You must use B&B replacement parts on all B&B products.

PN 2003 - Pipe Sling

PN 30082 - Wire Rope Clip
PN 10009 - Washers
PN 2011 - Springs
PN 90024 - Wheels (5.75” x 4”)